Students present their ideas on how to reach out to campus, community, churches, and local elementary schools. KSU students hope to spread the right message about how agriculture and technology play a critical role in fighting hunger and poverty around the world. From left to right: Yasmine Mitchell, Victoria Fort, Annarose Hart, Sarah Anthony (MU), and Anthony Meals.

KSU students work with a student from the University of Missouri to develop a plan to raise awareness of poverty and hunger on their campus and in their community.

Victoria Fort (left) and Yasmine Mitchell (right) hiking to the Global Village.

Annarose Hart participates in the goat milking demonstration and then made cheese from the milk she collected.

Photos courtesy of Dr. Andrea Sexten...pictured above with a surprise passenger.

Victoria Fort cooking at meal at the Global Village. For lunch one day, students were broken into groups and asked to cook a meal that would represent one of the global communities. Victoria is cooking a meal using ingredients and utensils that would be available to people in lower class Tibet.

Anthony Meals participating in an exercise at the world map used to demonstrate where most of the world’s population is located and where the world’s resources are produced and consumed.
HALLOWEEN FUN

Aubrey (Tinker Bell) and Teagan (Ariel the Little Mermaid), daughters of Sarah Reasoner

Taylor (Princess Leia) and Jack (Darth Vader), children of Evan Titgemeyer

Craddock (Rob the Robber), Preslee (Lucille Ladybug), and Raylee (Sassy Witch), children of Brian Faris

Grant (Sleepy Puppy), son of Teresa Slough

Kate (Katebug), daughter of Jennifer Bormann

Tyrus (The Mummy), grandson of Christina Nash

Madelyn (the little cow), daughter of Justin Waggoner.
Astro (The Banana Split) and Bexar (The Bucking Bull), canine babies of John Gonzales.

Sammi (The Mad Hatter), daughter of David Grieger

Josie (Birdwoman), daughter of Tim Rozell

Levi, Amelia and Tygh, children of John Jaeger

Austin and Adin (Pirates), grandchildren of Charlotte Bruna

Brett, Cade and Callie (children of Tim Carson) with Miles and Marjorie McKee.

Jere Noel (Call Hall student worker) aka Donatello, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle

(Thanks to ASI parents and grandparents for sharing your pictures.)